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Groundwater Management and Salinity Control .. .." 

R. G. CUMMINGS AND J.W. McFARLAND 

DeParlmen, of Resource Economics. Unicersity ofRhode Island. Kingston. Rhode Island 02881 

A management model ispresented that may be useful inanalyzing decision rules for the conjunctive
management of grou'ndwater reserves for use in irrigation and salinity control. Alternative schemes for
decentralized management via taxes and bribes are discussed. Taxes are described that bring about in
tradistrict efficiency in terms of water use and salinity control when downstream externalities are ignored.
When externalities are considered, it is shown that a unique pattern of resource use requires a given in
stitutional st .cture for the martagement of bribes. 

Over recent years agreat deal ofattention has been given to particularly interesting (and difficult) questions regarding the
the problems associated with the optimum control of 
 use ofeconomic incentives for saline reduction. In the section
groundwater reserves. Groundwater management has been ex- on decision rules, attention is given to the complexities enamined analytically from a number of different viewpoints, countered in efforts to introduce economic incentives for the
 
e.g., the economic control of groundwater reserves [Burt. 
 purpose of obtaining efficient resource use in adecentralized

19661, groundwater management under institutional restric- system.

tions [Burt. 1970], the conjunctive management of A number of extensions to the works cited above are re
groundwater and surface water [Burt. 1964; Cummings and quired for an integrated analysis of the water-salinity manage-

Winkelman, 1970], groundwater management and interbasin ment problem. Specifically, the analytical frameworks
water traisfers [Kelso et al., 1973; Martin and Young, 1967, suggested in the above ignore (I) the intertemporal problem of
1969], and groundwater management with saltwater intrusion endogenously determined water scarcity and the ramifications 
[Busch el al.,1966; Cummings, 1971]. of such scarcity for the opportunity cost of water used forThe management of water stocks, ground or surface, in leaching purposes and (2)optimal investment rates for capital

many regions of the world involves a further range of and the role of capital in reducing salinity as well as in*saving'

problems that have received relatively little attention thus far 
 scarce water supplies. Further, with reference to groundwaterin the literature, viz., problems associated with increases in the stocks the potential impact of irrigation on the quality of
concentration of salts in soils and water that result from con- groundwater storage and possible externalities remain for con.
tinued irrigation. Such effects may also result in terms of the sideration [Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1974].management of urban water supplies [Wesner, 1974]. The The purpose of this paper is to suggest an analyticaldegradation olsoils from the ;.ccumulation of salts is not a framework that will provide these extensions that appear to be
 
new phenomenon [Evans. 1974). nor is ita problem confined 
 required for an integrated approach to the water-salinity
to small isolated regions; Yaron [1974] estimates that one fifth management problem. In the section on the groundwater
of the irrigated land in the United States and one third of the management model, such a framework ispresented. Inthe secworld's irrigated land are affected by salinity problems. tion on decision rules, policy implications of this approach are

Further, and of particular importance to economists, salt ac- examined, particularly as they relate to the ditficulties
cumulations are amenable to management: soil salinity associated with the use of economic incentives for the purpose
depends directly on water management policies, i.e., policies of bringing about optimal water use patterns in adecentraized

related to irrigation, leaching, and the structure of drainage decision-making environment. Concluding remarks are given

facilities (acapital investment policy), 
 in the final section.
 

Several studies have recently appeared in the literature that Concern in this paper is limited to the management of
bring into sharp focus:the relevant management control issues groundwater stocks used for irrigation so that attention mayassociated with the conjunctive managemenz of water and be focused sharply on the interrelationships that exist between
salinity. Yaron etal. [1972] provide estimatrs of response func- water and salinity management. The analysis may readily betions for crops, for which ciop yields depend on the quantity extended to include surface water supplies and/or urban water
and (saline) quality of applied water; particular stress isgiven uses along the lines suggested, for example, by Burt [1964] or
in this work to the need for long-run' intertemporal analyses Cummings and Winkelman [1970].
of salt accumulations. The stage for such long-run analyses is The following notation isused in the sections below: 
set in acompanion work by BreslerandYaron [1972] inwhich 
a static analysis of the optimum conjunctive management of y, voiume of water allocated to area i for leaching pur
water and salts is presented. In Yaron 11974] a long-run po3es during the dormant season of period t. i = !,-.
(intertemporal) analysis of the conjunctive management of !,t= I, ... ,;
surface water and salt accumulations is presented. Howe and wi, volume of water allocated to area I for irrigation
Orr [1974] extend earlier works [e.g., HartmanandSeastone, (production and leaching) purposes during the growing
1970; Gardner and Fullerton. 1968] concerning the use of seasons of period t, i-i i, .. ,! t = 1, ... ,"T
marketable water rights to include considerations of saline en gross investment in capital stocks (for canal lining,pollution. These later works by Yaron and Howe and Orr raise drainage structures, pump equipment, etc.) in area I
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X, stock of groundwater available at the beginning of 

period t,t= , -.-. T: 
St index of salt concentration in the root zone of area i 

soils at the beginning of period t, i= M = 1,-... , 
T., 


Z mt--Iure of the salt concentration in the stock of , 
...groundwater X, at the beginning of period t,t = I, 

T. 

Kit index of capital stocks in area I at the beginning of 

=
period t,i , .. . 1 = l , ... , T, that includes 
capital stocks for production, the condition of canals, 
and drainage facilities: 

e, groundwater recha-rge during period t,t= i, ... , T; 

y1 = (y , Y , "', y,); 
wi = (w,. wu, ,w); 

v8 = (vit, Vi, ... , v ); 
S,= (S,,. Si,, . SO): 
K, = (KIt,.K,, ... Kg,); 

1,... "This 
GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT MODEL 

Consider an irrigation district in an arid area for which 
groundwater s.pplies are the sole source of water. The district 
is divided into I zoies or parcels, where the criteria for such 
divisions may include soil types, ownership, etc., but each 
parcel must be relatively homogereous in terms of the salt con-
tent of its soil.

For each zone i, St is a measure of the level of salt concen-

tration in the root zone of zone i soils at the beginning of 
period t. In this study. 'salt concentration' refers to a high 
value for the electrical conductivity of the saturation extract in 
soils and is assumed to be in units of some appropriate 
measure such as meq/l or mmho/cm at 25*C [U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 1941. A difference equation, describing 
the change in such concentration between the beginning and 
end of period t, is given by the following expression: 

$t1+ S - Fi.(wi., ye, Z,. K) + T/ (Ia) 

V j 1..- , t= 1, ... , T 

By (la), zone i begins period twith salt concentrations Si,, 
which may increase during tas a result of natural or unccn-
trollable causes (chemical weathering etc.) as measured by 1h. 

the change in salt concentrations
The function EA,measures 

that results under some conditions from water use and drain-
age control (capital stocks). Following Israelsen and Hansen 
(1967], 'irrigation must provide water for growth of crops and 
at the same time allow enough water to pass through the soil to 
leach out salts:' thus the use of water for irrigation purposes, 
our wg may also serve to leach out salts. 

For generality we wish to include the possibility of water 
applications for leaching purposes during the dormant season. 
There are several justifications for such an inclusion. First, 
water tables and drainage conditions may b,-more favorable 
for leaching during the dormant season than during the grow. 
ing season [U.S. Departmenr of Agriculture, 1954, p. 39]; this 
situation is particularly true in areas that receive a major part 
of their rainfall during the dormant season [e.g., Yaron and 
Olian, 1973]. Pump capacity considerations may require off
season (dormant season) leaching, particularly when substan-
tial leaching is required. Finally. leaching during the dormant 
season may be unavoidable in areas where water tables are 
high in relation to the root zone [Israelsen and Hansen. 1967; 

U.S. Department ofAgriculture. 1954, p. 39]. This case would 
imply a modified functional form for (Ib) introduced below. 
Some recent empirical findings regarding the effe..' ".nessand 
timing of water used for leaching are foun' :.'an,,,, 

Schilfgaarde [1974] and Yaron [1974]. 

Basically, leaching effects obtain only after water use brings 

soil mbisture to field capacity. We define w* and y* as 

measures of water use levels during growing and dormant 
seasons that bring soils to field capacity during each in
tragrowing or intradormant season irrigation. It follows then 
that 

aF./1w. < 0 0 : wig < w* 
-- 0- -W (1b) 

OF/Owi, >_ 0 w, 8 > w$ 

aF,,/ay, , 0 0 <5y :!5__ (t 
F,/ay,,> 0 Yi, > Y V i, 0 

treatment of leaching has analytical appeal in terms of 
simplicity. Operational problems associated with this structure 
may generally be resolved by expanding the number of 
variables. 

The quality of water applied, measured by Z., influences the 
impact of wi, and y, on soil salinity; thus Z, is included in Fig. 
It is assumed that aF./aZ, < 0 for all i and t. 

The effectiveness of water use w,, and/or y,, in terms of 
leaching-out salts depends upon'drainage conditions in each 
zone. Capital stocks for drainage facilities will therefore have a 
positive effect on reducing salt concentrations, and itis 
assumed that 

lF./aK. > 0 V t (1d)
 

We use K,, as an index of capital stocks in zone i a thC 
beginning of period t, which is intended to include various 
types of capital, e.g., drainage facilities, the condition of 
canals, pumping equipment, etc. Thus Ki as used here is 
something of a composite measure of all capital items, and 
defined as such strictly for the purpose of simplifying the ex

position. For many applicaticris it will be desirable to in
troduce J terms K, ,, j =I .. • , J. to differertiate explicitly 

types of capital stocks. The transition equation for capital 
stocks is given by following difference equation 

K. = K. - D K.) V L,1 (2) 

Equation (2) states that area i capital stocks at the end of 
period tequal initial stocks Kit minus net (of gross investment) 
depreciation. We assume that 8D,,/v,, :50 and aD,1/K,; 
0. The use of K,, in Di implies a 'capital decav notion of gross 
depreciation. For some applications it may be useful to sub
stitute w,,+ y,,, total wa.cr use, for K. in Dit for the purpose of 
tying gross depreciation to the use of capital stocks: 

The stock of water in the aquifer underlying the irrigation 
district at the beginning of time I is measured by Xg. Periodic 
changes in water storage are assumed to be described by. the 
following relation: 

X,1 = X, + e, - E [Wig + Yd - r . Y,,, Kit)) 
V i (3) 

In (3). ri, measures the return flow to the aquifer from "*.ter 
use wt and yt.One would expect return flow to increase -%er 
some range with increases in water use and decrease %ith 
capital stocks (lined canals, drainage, etc.): thus -Ae Nsit 
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/Byri/lay
"water tables are falling rapidly, as in areas in central Arizona. final sect',on; problems associated with the choice of a 'period' 
return flows may not 'catch up' with the failing water table, t are discussed in the work by Cummings and lVinkelman 
and a 'perched' water table is formed. In such cases. art/aw,, 119701. Net benefits for any period i are assumed to be given by 
ar,/ 8 y,, would be zero. Of course, this situation would re- the following expression, where 01 = (I + k)-1 is the discount 
quire that well casings are sealed at 'perched' water table levels factor and k is the appropriate discount rate: 

.,, Btuw, 2 0 and ari/8K,, S 0. In. areas where Problems associated with the choice of T are discussed in the 

(depths). 
The term E-[wt + yt - r,(w1,yet, Kit)) isthus ameasure of B'(w,, v,, y,, Xi, Ki, S,)' 

the net reduction in groundwater stocks from pumping. Equa- -[b(w, y,, vs. X, KitS,) - E,(w,, ,)10 (7a) 
tion (3) then states that water stocks at the end ot period t will 
equal initial stocks plus natural recharge el minus net water £ =. I, .. • , T 
withdrawals. 

In some instances, depending on the types of soils in the The function b, is a measure of net agricultural benefits trom 
irrigation district and the geophysical properties of the aquifer, water use, which, as in many earlier studies, may be ap
the quality (salt concentration) of water in the aquifer may be proximated by net agricultural income. Production 
affected by return flows as was noted by Konikow and relationships etc. are embedded in thi" general benefit lnc. 
Bredehoeft [19741. To allow for differing qualities of water in tion. Net agricultural benefits would generally be expected to 
the aquifer, we define Z, as ameasure of the salt concentration increase with w,, water applications during the growing 
of the aquifer at the beginning of period t and posit the follow- season, in the sense of providing moisture in root zones re
ing transition equation: quired for plant growth. Inasmuch as we also serves as a 

leaching function, as was discussed above (equation (Ib)). the 
= Z, - g(e,) -+-R, [r,(w., y,,, K.)], S,) V t level of w,, for leaching may be carried to levels w, > w*. the 

(4) result being a loss of plant nutrients in areas where salt ac-
In (4), g(e) measures the impact of natural recharge on salt cumulations are a major problem [Israelsen and Hansen. 

concentration in the aquifer, and we assume that ag/Be, > 0. 1967]. Consequently, net agricultural benefits could be affected 
Parameter Re measures the impact of return flows from water adversely. Let i,, be the level of water use beyond which plant 
use in all zones i on the salt concentration of the aquifer. Thus nutrients are lost. It is then assumed that 

Yr.w,,ai,Kit)]

[r,(w,,, [,, w,)] YYab,/aw, 
 > 0 0 < w,, < (7b)

[r,,(we., y,, Kit), rat(w29, Y281 X28), ""Ob,/w,, < 0 w,, > i V i, t 
rrs(w,, yi, Kz,)] Water use during the dormant season yet isincluded in be to 

We assume that allow for the possibility that off-season applications of water 
9ROw,, = ROrit arid/Bwi,, aR,/Oy,, for leaching purposes may have a 'preirrigation' effect and 

thereby contribute positively to production. 
= 8R,/Or,, ar,,/By,,a~laitc~ilait>> 0 b,/lyi,. >_ 0 V 1, t (7c) 

Finally, for a given level of return flows r,from zone i the im
pact of such return flows on the salinity of the aquifer stock We assume that net benefits increase with X, (reflecting, e.g., 
will depend on the salinity of zone i soils See. Thus aRt/aS, is lower pumping costs) and Kit and decrease with respect to vi, 
assumed tn be nonnegative for all i and t. (current investment costs) and S,, (reflecting downward shifts 

Total water use we, + yit in any zone i during any period t is in crop production functions due to increased salinity): 
assumed to be bounded from above by a constraint reflecting 
capital stocks. Thus we assume that Ob,/OX., ab,/OK. > 0 Ob,/8v., Ob,/dS. <_ 0 

Wi, + .,, _5G,,(K,,) V i, t (5) V it (7d) 

In (5), G,, measures periodic pumping capacity, whici, may In some applications, drainage or tail water and/or soil 
be increased with larger capital stocks, i.e., aGt/eK,, > 0. Of directly or indirectly enters streams and results in a reduct;on 
course, this very general expression, which is included to cap- of downstream benefits [Howe and Orr. 1974]. In such cases, 
ture a major role of capital stocks, ig :ores many operational externalities in terms of downstream costs associated with 
problems. Particularly, since Get would most likely be in units higher salt concentrations in streams may result from water 
like gallons per day, week, or irrigation period, most use activities in our study area. To allow for this possibility. we 
applications would require an additional time script, say r, include E,(w,. y,) in our expression of net benefits, where E,(w,, 
where r is an irrigation period, and (5) would become w,, + y) is assumed to measure the benefits foregone by downstream 
ys< G,.. r = ... •. users of streamflow as a result of water use in the study area. 

Of course, for any period t we have the physical restrictions Parameter E, is assumed to increase with we and yt, i.e., 
that total water use may not exceed water supplies: aE/aBwt, Et/ayt 2: 0.' 

The optimization problem of concern here is then that of 

r.(w,, y,, Kit)] 5 X, + e, (6) maximizing([w. + ys -

Within the system described by (1)-(6) above, we assume E [b,(w,, y,,v, X,, K,, ,) - E,(w,, y,)18' (8) 
that the criterion for groundwater management isthat of max- 8-1 
imizing the present value of a T period stream of net benefits, subject to the conditions set out in (1)-(6). 
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Consider the following Lagrangian expression Prior to moving to an analysis of the policy ramifi-_,tions for 
7 water management implied by the conditions (10)-(16) alo,'o-.. 

L b y,,u,, S,) - Et(w,, y)13' it is useful at this point to consider the economic measuresb,(w,, X,, Ko, 
given by the Lagrangian multipliers A,,+,', ot + r,+. A,.+ , 
All, and Oil introduced into the Lagrangian expression (9). 

-- ~ XA+'[S,+, - Sit + Fit For the inequality constraints (5) and (6) an economic inter
pretation of the associated multipliers 0,, and At is straight

•(wi, yit Zi, Kit) - n] 	 forwatd [Smith, 1961, appendix]. The multiplier 0,, measures 
the change in benefits that would result from an incremental 

- ,8+1'[Kjj+ - KK ++ Di,(vis, K.,)] relaxation of constraint (5). This implies a benefit change/. [ 	 brought about by achange in G,, via an increment in K,,; thus 

9u may be interpreted as the marginal 'capacity' value of an in
- I +' - X, - e, crement'in the capital stocks of i during t. The multiplier A, is 

the marginal scarcity value of water to the area in period t and
1 isnonzero only in those periods after which the groundwater 

+ 	 (w., + yi, - ri,(w.,, yi, Kit)] stock has been exhausted. 
The remaining multipliers are associpted with equality con- As+[Zi+l - Z, + g(e,) 	 straints (equations (1)-(4), respectivcly) and require some 

- Ri~r,,(wis, yis, Kit), S,JI manipulations in order to get at their economic interpretation. 
Consider A,+ ,'. By equation (16) we may derive the following 

r expression: 
- _, O,,[w,; + y,, - G,(K,)]++,-,X, 	 = a~b,/osj 0' + A,., c1Rs/c1S, + A,+,' (17) 

Al[i (wil + Yidvi 

Since (17) holds for all t, it follows that 
-ri,(wi, yi,, K,,)) - X - esj (9) r 

Xs+,' = , [ob,/OS,, Or + A,,, aR,/oS,d V i 
On the assumption that the functions in (9) are ap- V-8+1 (18) 

propriately differentiable, necessary and sufficient conditions The multiplier A,+,' then measures at the miargin LUC present 
for amaximum in (9) include the following [Hadley, 1964; Bun value of the impact on benefits during all periods t + I, ... T, 
and Cummings, 19701 when all variables are positive: of an incremental change in soil salinity during period t and is 

(Ob,/awi, - aE,/8wi,)ft' - a, F.,/Ow., therefore referred to here as marginal land salinity cost. We 
treat As+,' as nonpositive for all i and t given the assumption 

- r,+,(l - arjlcw.) + A,., ORlOw., that ab,/8St S 0 and the additional assumption, which has 
intuitive appeal for all but the most pathological cases, that A t 

-- As(l - Or,,/cw) - 0- = 0 (10) O.The term X7+, is omitted, It can be shown [Bun and Cum. 
Ob,/Ov1' -0 i,,' a D,/Ovi, = 0 (11) mings. 1970, appendix] that Xr,, measures the marginal ter

minal value (cost) of Smr. Terminal values are discussed in the 
(ab,/lyi, - 8E,/y.,)" - X+' OF,,/Oy. concluding section. 

Or, /y,) - O. - A,(! - arliyi.) To simplify the exposition that follows in the section on 
decision rules the following notation is defined: 

+ A,+, OR,,/By,, = 0 (12) 	 r 

Ob,/3K,,fl' - Xs,,' 8F, s/aK,, , +1 
- Ott+ 4,+,'(1 - aD,,/OK,,) V,,',.. r/ , (19) 

+ 	 (As + A,+, OR,/ar,, + r,+,) Or,/OK., ?1+1
 

*
 
+ , OG./B K., 0 (13) A,+1 = 1.. + ),+	 , 

By using the method outlined above for the computation ofV I., ! t -- 1.t T A+. the following expressions may be derived for the mul-

Ob,/OXf' + A, - r, + r,+, = o (14) tipliers 01+11, l',+, and it+, by using (13), 	 (14), and (15).
respectively: 

- .. T 	 r 

A_,,,'oF,,IOZ, -A, + At,= 0, V (15) , [ObIOK,, 

Ob,/OSi, #5'+ A,+, OR,/OS, - As' + X,,' = 0 (16) - A,+,' OF,,/OK,, + 0,, OG,,/OK,; 

V J. t + (A, + A,+, OR/Ori, + r,+,) ar,/BK,.] 

Given negativity in any of the above equations, the associated "I
r.-1 

(1 - 9 D:,./ K,.) V 1,t (20) 
variable has a zero value [Hadley. 1964].8-1+1 
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,oere marginal direct benefits (net agricultural incomes), net of c
S(1- aD./a K.) m Iternal costs, and (X j < 0),. the value of such water use in o- (1 B ,/terms 	 of reducing soil salinity for all future periods %cighted 

by the impact of marginal water use on soil salinity (BF/Bw) in 
and period t. The right-hand side of(23) measures the opportunity 

, t cost of a net (of return flows) increment in use and includes the[ (1- aD./aK.) W (1 - 8D,+,1/OK , ., scarcity value of water (the marginal stock value of water r,., 
- and the marginal cost of exhausting the aquifer stock %,)plus 

S Xthe cost of return flows aR/bw in terms of ground%%uter
.l -" Ob,/OX " 0 V t (21) salinity A,,, _<0 and the marginal capacity value of capital 

r (1 .stocks 0,,. 

- ?. V t (22) water during the growingA, ,= Xt2 ' aFan, 0 Under these conditions, use 
I -season the point where the present value of-F../O is carried to 

marginal net benefits equals the present value of the oppor-
Consider the earnings of an increment in investment during tunity cost of an increment in water use. 

t.In each future period the increment (net of depreciation) If the opportunity cost of water is quite low in t,it may be 
earns (1)marginal direct benefits from a more efficient produc- optimal to continue applying water beyond ,,at hich point
tion process Bb,/OK,; (2) marginal benefits from less salinity in marginal crop (agricultural, 8biB w)benefits become negative. 
soils that result from larger capital stocks (the marginal cost of This situation would require that the marginal value of %uter 
soil salinity V, times the decline insoil salinity attributable to use for leaching issufficiently large to offset negative marginal 
an increment in capital aF/BK); (3) the marginal 'capacity' rrop benefits in equating benefits with opportunity costs Irom 
value of capital 9,, times the change in capacity associated water use. 
with an increment in K. aG/aK;and (4) given the effect of an On the other hand, high scarcity values for water will in 
increment in K on return flows Br/BK, the marginal values, or some instances imply periodic rates of water use that are less 
costs, associated with a Br/BK unit return flow (which in- than w*. In such cases, marginal 'current' benefits weight 
cludes the marginal scarcity value of water At, the marginal heavily in relation to the present value of future ,alinity costs. 
costs of salinity in the aquifer A,.,,, and the marginal value of Optimal use rates for water during the dormant, or non
groundwater in stock rIl).This of course isthe measure given growing, season are given by (24). interpretati6ns for %hich 
by 't.,' in (20), hence our interpretation of 0, , as the are similar to those for iv,,; viz., water is applied during tinmarginal value of capital in zone i during t.
The value ocaseen to measure the marginal present valueis each area i until marginal net benefits equal the opportunit. 

cre to and (24)Th value en mundwere thsminal preost va cost for water. By solving (23) for r., + A, (the 
of' an increment to groundwater stocks in all periods t + I measures for the scarcity value of water in the district) it may 
•*-., be seen that the marginal value of water used in the irrigationT by (21) and will be referred to as the marginal value of 
water in storage during t.Similarly, the nonpositive term A,,., season, net of soil salinity, groundwater salinity, and capacity 
is seen to measure the marginal cost of salinity in the aquifer. costs, must equal the marginal net value of water used during 

With the above development of scarcity values and costs, the dormant season. 
attention may now be turned to an analysis ofoptimal decision By (25), investment for each area i in all r is carried to the 
rules for groundwater management. point where the marginal investment costs equal the marginal 

DECISION RULES FOR THE CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT OF value of capital (equation (20)). 
GROUNDWATER AND SALINITY Suppose that irrigation takes place in our hypothetical dis

trict under conditions where no incentives ;xist for the conscr-
Decision rules for water used during irrigation and dormant vation of water nor for concern regarding external salinity 

seasons, a.well as for periodic investment, may be deduced effects; assume also that capital stocks are fixed. We allo%%. 
from (10H-12). which are repeated here after rearranging however, for concern on the part of each irrigator in terms of 

salt accumulation on land under his control. Within the con
(Ob,/dwi - 8E,/Bw,)j3 - X,.,' OF.!0wi. text of the model given in (9). each irrigator i (i.e., each *zone' 

is associated with an individual irrigator) will choose a
(r,., + A,)(1 - O~ritBwi1 ) periodic level of water use such that the following conditions 

- As,, OR,lwi + O , (23) obtain: 

(ab,/ay, - 0E 8/0y.,)y ' - ),,' aF,,/Oy,, 	 ab,/Ow,, 0' - Xl+l BF,,/w,, = Ol (26) 

= (r,+, + At)(| - ar/ay,,) 	 ab,/ay,, 0 - X,..' aFo/Bayt = O,, (27) 

- A,,, OR,/Oy1 + O,, (24) 	 This formulation implies that b is additive over individual 
farmers; i.e., b, = X,b,,. in which case the individual's marginal

Ob,/Bv, ' = ,. , 'OD,,/Bv. V i, t (25) income (benefits) 9b,/aw,, may be expressed as 2b,./Bw,t. 

Consider first optimal water applications during the irriga- By (26) and (27) in the absence of incentives for water con
tion or growing season, where the optimal value of w,, is such servation, water use in both the growing and the dormant sea
that w, > w,* (-.BFo,1w, > 0) and w,, < 4'j (-ab,Bw,, 2t 0). sons is carried to the point where either net benefits are zero 
Given the raison d'etre for y,, yit > y* isassumed throughout (9,, = 0 for wit + yst < Got) or pumping capacity isexhausted. 
this section. The left-hand side of(23) then measures the pres- Our hypothetical farmer, motivated by the desire to maximize in
ent value of marginal benefits associated with an increment in come. ignores all external costs, i.e., the impacts of his actions 
water use during the growing season of period tand includes in terms of diminishing the groundwater stock I'.,, the 
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quality of the groundwater A1 ., and +*', a,d any external 	 tion of downstream externalities without the centr:Il control 
posited in the basic model of this paper prohibits th' gtnr.acosts imposed on downstream users of water 8Eia&/,,. 

aEt/By,,. This solution is analogous to the classical *com- tion of unique water use solutions in the absence of a given in

resource is exploited stitutional administrative structure.monality' solution %herein the common 
Ignore for the moment the downstream externalities E(w.by individual users until marginal value products associated 

with resource use are zero [Milman, 1956, Cummings, 1969]. y). and as before assume fixed capital stocks and that the initial 
...Thus water use in the irrigation district is characterized by I groundwater stock X, is allocated among all users i = I, 

rates that Each user i has marketable rights to his stock x,,; he may inusers independently choosing periodic pumping 
satisfy conditions (26)-(27). For users with relatively large 	 crease his stock by buying stock rights from other users or 

decrease his stock by selling his stock rights. An interior solupumping capacities the buildup in soil salinity during produc-
tion seasons may be offset by leaching at levels of water use tion 0, = 0 for profit-maximizing individuals now becomes, in 

where wg + yjt < G,,(K 1). Other users will use water at max- contrast with (26). 

imum rates G,,(K,,). and conditions (26H27) obtain. One -A
could conceivably observe rates of water use during some (rb,/,w, - +8F 1 /gw)(I - = Ariw()0 
period t resulting in I different rates of earnings at the margin. (Th+ 1 + Al) (30) 

In such circumstances, policy questions relate to alternative where ro+, and A. are scarcity values that relate to the par

means by which rates of goundwater use and accumulations of ticular stock of water of i. A term analogous to At,,does not 

salt may be made more efficient. One policy alternative is the appear inasmuch as even with rights to a particular 'stock' the 

use of taxes or charges [e.g.. Kamien et al., 19661. An optimum quality of the groundwater is still commonly determined. 

tax structure, i.e., those taxes that bring about the rates of Suppose now that an a,-igcy stands ready to buy and/or sell 

water use given by (23) and (24) under decentralized manage- water rights at the price P, (which is the measure of P,2 in (29), 
ment, may be deduced from conditions (23) and (24). Consider adjusted for return flows, that results from the optimization 

a simple case where return flows are zero and where exter- model with fixed capital stocks and E(w, y) excluded). It is 

nalities BE/Bw. aEiayare the san,- for all zones i and do not easily shown that users equate the right-hand side of (30) with 
vary between growing and dormant seasons (e.g., OE/aw = P by selling or buying stocks (stock rights). If the scarcity 

BE/8y). The optimum tax Po' is given by value ofi stocks, as measured by the right-hand side of (30), is 

P' = .E/aw. P + r,,, + A, ~ (28) greater (less) than P,, stock rights are purchased (sold). 
Equilibrium in the system results in the time path of water use 

In the system described by operating decisions analogous to as given in (23) and (24) (excluding of course externalities E(w, 
those in (26)-(27) the tax P. essentially a 'Pigouvian' tax I)). 

[Baumol, 1972; Buchanan, 1969; Mishan. 1971], will bring When externalities (downstream pollution) are rein

about optimality in terms of resource allocation [Baumol, troduced, the effectiveness of a system of marketable water 

1972, p. 312]. We are not prepared at this time to address our- rights in terms of establishing efficiency is difficult to evaluate. 

selves to the question concerning the disposition of such taxes Given an initial 'commonality' state wherein farms use deci

once collected, Baumol's recommended 'lump sum payment' sion rules given by (26) and (27). the establishment of water 
notwithstanding [Baumol. 1972. p. 312]. rights does not introduce a decentralized mechanism that gives 

With return flows introduced a single tax will not serve given immediate impetus to the evolution of optimal resource al!cca 

the heterogeneity of farms in terms of soil salinity and the tion when downstream parties stand ready to offer bribes. If w, 

potential differential impacts of such salinity on groundwater and w,are optimum use rates for groundwater that result from 
quality. Ii rates of return flow are the same for all zones and do the initial 'commonality' state (decision rules (26) and (27)) 
not vary between growing and dormant seasons (i.e., ar/aw = and the 'efficient' state (decision rules (23) and (24)), respec
Or/8y -,re the same for all i), taxes for each zone i are given by tively, the assumed convexity of E(w, y) implies that the mar
the following expression: ginal bribe aElw, as well as the total bribe (Whipple, 1966], is 

larger for w, than for w,. If bribes can be affected by the in-

P.' = aE,/8w, ' (,+, + A,)(I - Ort/Bwil) dividual polluters and if downstream damages are relatively
high, the potential exists for polluters to trade off some 

- A, BR,/Ow. +- X, * + aF,/a. (29) efficiency in terms of resource allocation for bribery gains 

i = 1, . .. , 1 v t [Davis and Whinsion, 19621. 
The tax (charge) versus bribery issue is argued extensively 

Of course, in n'ost cases, return flows will vary over zones elsewhere in the literature [e.g., Kneese, 1964; Kneese and 
and seasons, in which case a tax structure to bring about Bower, 1968; Kamien et al.. 1966; Bramhall and Mills, 1966; 
efficiency could be most difficult to compute and administer Freeman, 1967] and lies beyond the scope of this paper. It is 

[Kneese. 1964. pp. 54-67. 85-98; Whipple, 1966]. hoped, however, that the forgoing observations serve to give 
A second alternative that has been suggested in the literature our analysis some perspective vis-i-vis alternatives for bring

is the establishment of marketable water rights. Howe and Orr ing about optimum control of groundwater and salinity with 

119741 are concerned with the establishment of a system of decentralized decision making. 
marketable water rights along a river basin in which to avoid 

CONCLUDING REMARKSthe complications introduced by variations in state water laws 
for river basins that involve many states (the Colorado River), Relatively few adjustments are required in the model 
a central agency is established that stands ready to buy or sell presented in the section on groundwater management for its 
water rights at a stated price. In terms of intradistrict efficiency applicability to a wider range of water management models, 

in water use and salt accumulations we will argue that a e.g., the conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water, in

marketable water (stock) rights program may allow efficiency terbasin management systems, etc. The raison d'etre of this 
with decentralized decision making. However, the introduc- work has been simply to suggest a method by which the 



salinity control problem may be integrated with the general 
problem of water resource management in agriculture, 

":ference is made in the text to the problem of choosing 
T, the relevant time horizon for managing the groundwater 
supplies. As the problem is stated in the section on ground-
water management, the choice of T may be crucial in-
asmuch as the 'scarcity' of the water resource is affected 
by the choice of T for relatively small values of T; i.e., 
if T is small, it may be impossible to extract the entire 
groundwater stock under any 3z of conditions in this 
given T period horizon, in which case the rcsource is 'free,' 
not scarce, and the rule for water use becomes trivial: use 
water until its net marginal product is zero. Whereas this 
problem is discussed 'in detail elsewhere [4urt and Cummings. 
1970], two options for selecting T that have operational appeal
may be men rioned here. First, one may simply choose T ar-

bitrari!y; if in the optimal solution the aquifer i-. not exhausted, 
Ti; then increased until either the stock becomes exhausted or 
(depending on the discount rate) the variations in benefits, 
associated with changes in T, are 'acceptably small.' For the 
choice of an infinite time horizon see the appendix of the work 
bycBurt and Cumin h1966.[197eby Burr and Cummings [1970]. 

Second, problems associated with T may be avoided in most 
part by the use of a 'terminal value function' that measures the 
value (theoretically, from T + I to infinity) of the terminal 
stock ofgroundwater (i.e., the value of Xr.. This is discussed 
more extensively in the works by Bur and Cummings [1970] 
and Burt [1964]. 

Of course, the relationship between T and water stocks dis-
cussed above is also relevant to the other state variables in the 
system S, Zj, and K,. If land has any producti'e uses in 
agriculture after groundwater stocks are deleted, terminal 
value (cost) relations may be required in order to %f9.ct the 
impact of decisions made over the T period horizon on the 
productivity of resources for all periods t > T. 
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